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If the Bishop of Ely’s woke idiocy prevails, he’ll have to demolish his own cathedral
By endorsing the removal of a monument from a Cambridge chapel, Stephen Conway is not just rejecting common sense – he's
licensing vandalism

SIMON HEFFER
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I

often write about Anglican churches. This is not because I am a religious maniac (I am an atheist) but because of the aesthetic
treasures contained in them. There is :ne architecture: stained glass, sublime wood carvings, roofs adorned by angels, and

handsome tombs and monuments. But a church is not merely an education in aesthetics; it is an education in history. It helps
furnish a picture of society as it was.
The monument to Tobias Rustat in Jesus College, Cambridge, commemorates a great benefactor who – in a society that considered
it legal and respectable – invested in the slave trade. Therefore some want it removed, even though we now live in a society where
no one sane would be inFuenced by Rustat’s example and think slavery an acceptable way to make money.
One such appears to be the Bishop of Ely, Stephen Conway. The chapel at Jesus is in his diocese, and he attended a recent hearing
of a consistory court to discuss whether the Rustat plaque should be removed. He advocates doing so. His cathedral, one of the

:nest in England, was largely wrecked after the Reformation; a number of its statues were decapitated by iconoclasts who were
motivated by doctrine to destroy works of art.
Advertisement

With evidence of systematic vandalism about him every time he sets foot in his own cathedral, one would have thought that
Conway ought to know better than to endorse the erasure of art that reFects elements of the past of which he disapproves.
However, he is following the example of his boss, the Archbishop of Canterbury, for whom no leftist bandwagon is too
meretricious to jump on, and who has also indicated his support for ripping out the Rustat monument. Never mind the theological
considerations – some of us thought Christianity was about forgiveness – the precedent that will be set if this memorial is removed
would endanger the heritage and aesthetics of every place of worship in England.
But let us focus on Ely Cathedral, and the possible consequences of Justin Welby and Conway’s casual idiocy in endorsing the
removal of objects that they associate with aspects of history they :nd oSensive. One might make a case for demolishing the entire
cathedral. After all, it was built on land stolen from its Saxon owners by a brutal conqueror; Saxons who were consigned in many
cases to serfdom.

Under threat: the plaque to Tobias Rustat at Jesus College, Cambridge CREDIT: Getty

I am sure the bishop would not be so stupid or crass as to suggest that these poor people mattered less because they were not
black, or because this wickedness happened 950 years ago: can there be a statute of limitations on evil? If demolishing a cathedral
is considered too extreme an expression of solidarity with the oppressed of ages past, the bishop has an entire chantry chapel at
Ely in memory of one of his predecessors, John Alcock, a crony of Richard III when he had his two nephews murdered in the
Tower. Should it be demolished because of his associations with a child murderer?
Or what about demolishing the cathedral’s western transept, built under orders from Bishop GeoSrey Ridel, who helped
orchestrate the persecution of Thomas Becket in the 1160s and was rewarded with the bishopric? Or failing that, has Conway
investigated all the numerous funerary monuments in his cathedral, and indeed in the churches of his diocese and all the chapels
of Cambridge University, so that today’s zealots can start stripping them bare of all trappings and adornments with associations to
people of whom we would not now approve? The magni:cent 15th-century tomb of John Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester – known as
“the Butcher of England” for his habit of ordering the hanging, drawing and quartering of Lancastrians – will have to go; as will

the :ne monument to William Hodge Mill, the :rst principal of Bishop’s College, Calcutta, and an arch imperialist.
At the consistory court, Conway asked: “Who owns our history?” We all do: he and those fools who think like him have no
unilateral right to erase our past, because what they :nd compatible with Christianity diSers from the views of earlier generations.
He is licensing not just vandalism, but the perpetuation of the sort of ignorance in which he participates himself. If such conduct
were only the private grief of the Anglican Church, that would be bad enough. But when it is imposed on all of us through
de:lement of our common heritage, it’s abominable.
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